
Traveling

INSIDE YOU’LL 
DISCOVER:


7 Things You Need to

Remember When 


Traveling

Plan Ahead

https://CherisAllergyAdventure.com



Planes, trains, and cars


Traveling is fun as long as you plan ahead.


The good news is that a little research 
goes a long way.




Prepare ready to eat 
snacks. Variety is key, 
you won’t feel deprived 
if you can make food 
choices

Research grocery outlets 
that carry the food brands
you enjoy. Plan to pick up 
foods as soon as you 
arrive.

If you are staying in a hotel, request a 
refrigerator in your room. The ability to have this 
feature is something to consider when you book 
your stay.

If you’re traveling by car, keep a tote with 
freezer block so you have more options when 
stopping for a meal.                                                           
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When eating at someone’s home, ask to see 
the food packaging. Read the ingredient label 
to verify it’s safe for you to eat.

Better yet, create 
delicious  allergy-free 
meals to share with your 
family and friends.

If you have an epinephrine auto-
injector carry a copy of your 
prescription, just in case it gets 
lost or damaged.
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The best food options for travel is to have a variety of snacks available. I will 
bring meat sticks or jerky, corn chips (potato chips are too fragile), and cut 
up fruit and veggie sticks. If I’m traveling by car, I may also bring a full meal 
in a travel jug, such as some kind of soup or stew. 


I always make a quick grocery run when I get to my destination. Technology 
makes simple work of finding my food basics. If I’m visiting friends or family 
then I will volunteer to prepare the meals. I realize how confusing it was 
when I first discovered that I had food allergies. Before I began my allergy 
adventure, I had dinner guests that were gluten-free. The evening was a 
success, but I struggled planning the meal. I don’t want to be a burden on 
my hosts, so the simplest solution is to do all the cooking. 


If I’m staying in a hotel, then one of my considerations is whether or not I can 
request a refrigerator in the room. That allows me to store dairy substitutes.

I will take a tote with me when dining out. That allows me to order a plain 
baked potato and I will have my butter and sour cream. Or a salad with my 
special dressing.


Check out my Dining Out Quick Start Guide for ideas to avoid restaurant 
land mines.


Join me as I share what I have learned in the hope that you too can be the 
star of your own allergy adventure. 



For recipes that are dairy, egg, wheat and pea free, 
please check out:


https://2cooks4allergies.com


My chef friend Eileen and I explore ways of creating 
delicious allergy safe meals that the whole family can 

enjoy.


We discuss ingredient substitutions, special 
techniques and products that can help you navigate 

your allergy adventure. 


We appreciate you allowing us to help you on your 
journey.

https://2cooks4allergies.com

